Your contribution is what makes everything possible; enabling us to meet the needs of people in ways no other organization can, or will.

We invite you to add your name to our Honor Roll, so that the Jewish community, through the Jewish Federation of Greater Phoenix, can continue its commitment to Tikkun Olam (Repairing the World). Please join our more than 2,000 donors and be an inspiration to others.

On behalf of the tens of thousands of people who benefit from the gift each donor gives to Federation, thank you so very much!

FINANCIAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT GIVING

This list represents gifts from individuals and foundations to our total financial resource development efforts comprised of annual, supplemental and designated gifts. We have done our best to ensure that everyone is included and listed correctly. If your name is misspelled, omitted or in the wrong category, please contact us at (480) 481-7031 and we will make any corrections.

This list reflects donors who gave $180 or more in 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Key</th>
<th>Contributions Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of blessed memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACE (Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment)</td>
<td>$450,000+</td>
<td>Susan and William Levine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOJE (Lion of Judah Endowment)</td>
<td>$100,000 to $349,999</td>
<td>Jean and Curt Feuer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td></td>
<td>Phyllis* and Leonard* Friedel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomegranate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jean* and Harold* Grossman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Jewish Federations of North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Molly Blank Donor Advised Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara and Barry Zemel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$50,000 to $99,999</td>
<td>Harold Grinspoon Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Merle S. Cahn Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Martin S. Pollack*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$30,000 to $49,999</td>
<td>Dottie and Murray Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alyse and Anthony Wanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ellen and Steven Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sybil and Shelby Yastrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$20,000 to $29,999</td>
<td>Carrie and Morrie Aaron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Candy and Joel Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Julie Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carmen and Michael Blank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mona Crandell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arlene Zacks Gaitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Audrey and Fred Horne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marge and Harvey Kaplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judy and Sam Linhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandra Okinow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valerie and Herschel Richter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Connee and Stephen Robin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Claire* and Seymour Schonwetter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DeeDee and Ken Vecchione</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Ziff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$10,000 to $19,999</td>
<td>Arizona Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nichole and Mike Arko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Ax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arlene and Giora Ben-Horin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arlene and Keith Bronstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vicki and Howard Cabot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rita and Allen Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria and Tracy Conrad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Donor Key Legend*
- PMC Lion of Judah
- Double Chai Lion of Judah
- Emerald Lion of Judah
- Sapphire Lion of Judah
- Ruby Lion of Judah
- Diamond Lion of Judah
$10,000 to $19,999 continued

Laura Drachler
Judy Gardenswartz and David Efron
Melanie and Hilton Efune
Rachel and Daniel Efune
Rachel and Adam Finkel
Anita Fishman
David Frazer
Reda and Ronald Garlikov
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Beverly Grossman
Anita and Jerome Gutkin
Lori and Marty Haberer
Suzanne and Steven Hilton
Benée Hilton-Spiegel and Jay Spiegel
Barbara and Mark Horwitch
Arnold & Elaine Horwitch Family
Shari and Irwin Kanefsky
Jeanne and Jerry Karnell
Anne and Amram Knishinsky
Donna and Joel Kramer
Marlene and Lanny Lahr
Karen Kales Lee and Daniel Lee
Cindy Lubin and David Lorsch
Joanna and Gerald Mandell
Lori and Barry Markson
Yael and Ken Mesa

Andi and Sherman* Minkoff MLC Charitable Fund
Leah and Joshua Mondlick
Colette and Benjamin Myers
Beth Jo Zeitzer and Adam Nach
Tally and Nate Nathan
Marc Newman
Linda and Arthur Pelberg
Esther Rosen
Harry Rosenzweig*
Fran and Al Sachs
Penny and Robert Sarver
Jennifer and Steven Schwarz
Arlene* and Morton Scult
Scott A. Seldin
Jennifer and Daniel Shorr
Sara and Robert Silver
Jay Stein
Berry and Errol Sweet
Robert and David Weiner
Rita and Rick Weinstein
Debra Berkowitz and Gary Weiss
Jill and Lee Weiss
Andrea and Scott Weiss
Melinda and Todd Weiss
Paul Zatulove
Carole and Alan Zeichick
Ellen and Michael Ziegler
Anonymous

$5,000 to $9,999

Anonymous

Irina and Daniel Ahdoot
Joan Anderman*
Stacey and David Arkules
Daron and Ron* Barness
Erin and Mark Becker
Sandra and Harvey Belfer
Courtney and Michael Beller
Elaine and Joel Bernick
Douglas Bernstein
Alison and Adrian Betts
Rebecca Malenfort and Bob Brannon
Judi and Robert Braudy
The Breslow Foundation
David Brown
Barbara and Lewis Brown
Sheila Cascade
Sylvia Chase*
Priscilla and Louis Cohen
Shirlee and Eugene Cohen
Lee Baumann-Cohn and Mike Cohn
Corinne Ehrlich*
Ann Eliscu
Cheryl Hintzen-Gaines and Ira Gaines
Susan Rollins and Paul Garry
Yvette Gilburne*
Phina Levine and Alan Gold
Ross Goldberg
Jill and Bruce Goldstein
Beth Shapiro and Steven Goldstein
Helen and Stephen Gubin
Robyn and Michael Gutman
Susan and Nestor Guzman
Lesley and Eli Hammer
Janis and Ben Harris
Jonathan Harris
Suzanne* and Morris Himmel
Jordana and Dan Jaffee
Joshua Kay
Barbara and Neal Klein
Bobbi A. Kurn*
Sue and Neal Kurn
Judy and Nathan Laufer
Alyssa Levin
Shirley and Bernard Levine
Ina Levine*
Margi and Thomas Levitt
Sheila and Stephen Lieberman
Julie and Gary Linhart
Joan and Walter Magen
$5,000 to $9,999 continued

Irene and E. Metz
Phyllis and Leonard Miller
Andi and Sherman* Minkoff
Jason Morris
Harriet and Nathan Newman
Aileen Ososky*
Regina Osten
Ruth Pearson*
Judy and Mitchell Reichman
Sandy and Seymour Rife
Ann B. Ritt*
Ricki and Irving Rollingher
Tammy and Elliot Rosen
Harriet and Gil Rosen
The Larry and Sandy Rosen Philanthropic Fund
Cyndi and Jamie Rosenthal
Newton Rosenzweig*
Joan Roth*
Dale Sachs
Gregory Saltz
Linda and Sherman Saperstein
Sara and Evan Schneider
Geraldine and Gordon Schubert
David Schuman
Jennifer Caminf Schwartz and Frank Schwartz
Rana and Joseph Schwartz
Tracy and Marc Schwimmer
Ann Shachtman
Elizabeth and David Shapiro
Marilyn Einstein and Steve Sim
Marcia and Arlen Solochek
Susan and Paul Stander
Barbara Steiner
Marcy Strauss
Suzanne and Richard Swift
Lois Tatelman
Libby and Bernie* Weiner
Elaine and Jerrold Weiss
Dawn and Dale Zeitlin
Evelyn and Leon Zeitzer
Susan and Norman Zitomer
Anonymous (5)

$2,500 to $4,999

Audrey and Dan Abrams
David Baum
Linda Becker
Jean Schulman and Maynard Bell
Sanford Berg*
Julie and Michael Bobier

Miriam and Mel Bottner
Eve and Stephen Bressler
Wendy and Michael Butler
Shari and Daniel Charous
Barbara and Marvin Chassin
Cindy and Marshall Clayton
Elaine and Sidney Cohen
Noreen and Harold Cohen
Jacob Crimmings
Hazel and Leslie Davis
Sydney Davis
Bradley Dimond
Alison and Michael Feinberg
Michael Feinstein
Annette and Leonard Frankel
Marilyn and Joseph Gimbel
Froma and Allan Goldberg
Marilyn and Barry Green
Cheryl and Stan Hammerman
Rhonda and John Jacobs
David Kazan
Paige Komarnisky and Jakob Khazanovich
Laurie and David Kline
Michelle and Bryan Kort
Kim and Lynnton Kotzin
Nancy and Robert Kravetz
Nancy and Earl Labovitz
Jennifer Farrell and Josh Landers
Laurie and Jonathan Leighton
Risa Malin
Joan and Lawrence Marcus
Cheryse and Efrem Miller
Shannon and Keith Mishkin
Nancy and Larry Moffitt
Barbara and Sanford Moretsky
Sondra and William Myers
Esther and Abe Orlick
Fay and Aubrey Palestrant
Judy Sussman and Joel Price
Renee Neier and Jacob Reuben

Robert Roos
Sari* and Wolf Safrin
Julie and Bradley Schoen
Sharon Lewis-Shanken and Mayor Shanken
Susan and David Sherman
Eileen and Arthur Shiff
Sondra and Myron Shlachter
Nancy and Stuart Siefer
Natalie and Howard Stern
Ariella Stober
Richard Stober
Mariem and Neil Superfon
Stacy and Andrew Sweet
Geoffrey Turbow
Tracy Leonard-Warner and Randy Warner
Gerald Weiner
Cindy and Paul Weiser
Susan and Lawrence Wilk
Gwen and Edward Yalowitz
Dianne and Joseph Zerbib
Robin and Thierry Zerbib
Lynda and Daniel Ziskin
Anonymous (4)

$1,800 to $2,499

Lin and David Ben-Aviv
Cindy and Adam Brooks
Paige and Josh Cohen
Tess and Dr. Randy Cooper
Carole and David Drachler
Max Effron*
Anita and Patrick Evers
Frances Frazin
Debra Friednash and Eric J. Miller
$1,800 to $2,499 continued

Lisa and Jack Gildar
Nancy and Neal Gimbel
Aviva and Tomas Gorny
Gorny Foundation
Rona and Lawrence Green
Shari Hilton
Sidney Jacobs*
Ellen (and Robert Kant
Tiffany and Eliot Kaplan
Cheri and Marc Kates
Brooke and Mark Khazanovich
Ellen and Robert Kirschenbaum
Ruth Klein
Michael Komreich
Sandy (and Jeffrey Kravetz
Kimberly (and Norm Kur
Sherry and Marc Lato
Cynthia Lester
Sivan (and Sam Levine
Francine and Richard Loeb
Irene Lubin
Emily Mallin (and Jason Klein
Max Mallin*
Stanley Marks
Lori (and Adam Miller
Milton and Miriam Waldbaum Family Foundation
Marti (and Stephen Nathan
Marilyn and Gerald Olgin
Thomas Osterman
Susan and Dana Paull
Leni (and Barry Reiss
Robert & Sara Wolf Charitable Foundation
Michelle and David Rosenbaum
Verne and Morley (Rosenfield
Susie and Bob Roth
June and Richard Shapiro
Sandra Sheinbein
Paula (and Arlie Sherman
Karen and Marc Shlossman
Evelyn (and Daniel (Simon
Erin Malkus-Sir and Greg Sir
Keryn (and Eric Solomon
Randy Stone
Abraham Tamis*
Marcia and Joseph Unell
Miriam and Milton Waldbaum Family Foundation
Weinflash Family Trust
Susan (and Robert Weis
Amanda Weisberg
Charles Weisberg
Gienda and Randy Weisman
Sharon and David Weiss
Linda and Harold Weiss
Nancy and Stephen Weled
Sara and Robert Wolf
Anonymous (10)

$1,000 to $1,799

Barbara and Marvin Aal
Rabbi Sadie and Andrew Becker
Otto L. Bendheim*
Laurie Berman
Marcy and Richard Bern
Laura and Eric Bistrow
Judith and David Boyer
Susan and Michael Brainin
Terry and Martin Brown
Faye Chodor*
Stacey and Mark Chulew
Carol Cohen
Jesse Cohen
Shirley (and Mark Cohen
Debra (and Martin Coopersmith
Valerie (and Matthew Crow
Sheila (and Robert Curwin
Diane and John Eckstein
Ellen and Lee Eisenberg
Sasha (and Ben Ellis
Lisa and Richard Engel
Linda and Alan Englander
Barbara Epstein and Zalman Newman
Jay (and Dee (Epstein
Shiri (and David Etzioni
Sidnee and Ken Factor
Susan (and Steven Farber
Renee (and Irwin Feinberg
Dayna and Eric Feldman
Nechama Bloom and Shalom Fialkoff
Sara and Kenneth Fisher
Brandy Fishman*
Marcy Forde
Brian Fox
Lauren Garner
Jerome Glazer
Deborah (and George Goffman
Elaine and Alan Goldman
Judi and William Goldman
Midge and Gerald Golner
Penny and Richard Golub
Diana (and Kenneth Gometz
Annette and David Gorenstein
Hilary Greenberg
Thelma Gross
Shirley and Stanley Grossman
Diane and Dr. Gary Grove
Barbara and Stephen Gutman
Ellen and Mark Harrison
Judy (and Stuart Heller
Major Hersh
Sue Hershkowitz-Coore and Bill Coore
Anita Hicks
Henry Hicks
Jacqueline and Kenneth Hillman
Lori and Howard Hirsch
Nancy and Murray Hollenberg
Joan Hosey
Jason Hyams
Olivia Pan and Jay Jacobs
Jon Jacobson
Toby and Harold Jalowsky
Bari (and Steve (Kanefsky
Carolyn and Morris Kaplan
Robin and Robert Kaplan
Cheryl Karp
Catherine and Lawrence Kasper
Dinah and Alan Katier
Ellen and Larry Katz
Susan and Frederick Klein
Adina Knell
Sandi and Fred Kogan
Karen and Peter Kozinets
William Kram
Eleanor and Norman Krumholz
Susan Kulak
Julee Landau Shahon and Robert Shahon
Veronica and Eddie Lange
Stacey and Samuel Langerman
Samantha and Leor Lapid
Susan Levenberg
Hope and Randall Levin
Susan and Jonathan Levy
Samuel Lewis
Cecelia and Lawrence Lilien
Albert Linstad
Leah and Israel Loeb
Ian Lopatin
Scott Lorsch
Lisa and Howard Luber
Lesley and Marshall Lustgarten
Sol Mallin
Lori and Mel Marcus
Miriam and Gary Marcus
Lisbeth and Rob Marsh
Danielle and Tal Masserman
Janet and Charles Meinstein
Jeffry and Judith Melnick
Susan Miller
Lyne Nemeth and Lanny Morrison
Erika and Steven Neuberg
Diane and Steven Ozer
Rhona and Sidney Ozer
Sarah and Arthur Paikowsky
Irvin Pearlstein
Alison and James Plotnik
Ruth and Jack Poles
Elodee Portugal
Naomi Remer
Honey lou Reznik
Jody and Ernie Riffer
Laurie and Gary Ringel
Rosalind Robinson
Sandy Romanoff and Joe Greenberg
Wendy and Jonathan Rose
Jacques Rosenman
Miranda Saltz
Ellen and Paul Schiffman
Barbara and Bruce Shimberg
Shauna and Matthew Schmeisser
Marney and Randy Schoenfeld
Zoe and Martin Schreibman
Arnold Schwartz
Brenda and Howard Schwartz
Steven Scollnik
Judy and Mark Searie
Linda and Earl Secore
James Seletz
Susan and William Sendrow
Philip Seplow
Lisa and Gary Serbin
Mary and Steve Serlin
Debbie and David Shafron
Susan and Larry Siegel
Cindy and Jon Sigona
Natalie Silverman
Wylie and William Silverstein
Allen Simon
Joanie and Ira Snider
The Susan & Ronald Starkman Family Fund
Floralou and Larry Stein
Rosamond Stern
Francoise and Melvyn Strauss
Andrew Sussman
Debbie and Dr. Jeffrey Taffet
Aaron Tucker
Michael Tucker
Amy and Daniel Tyre
Vivian and James Ullman
Renay Weiner
Perry Weinstein
Jolene and Harv Weisblat
Deborah and Barry Wiss
Deborah and John Wolfe
Andrea Yablon
Carrie and Alan Zell
Anonymous (15)
**$500 to $999**

Hannah and Philip Adelman
Dr. Laura and Dr. Hirsch Altman
Denise and Chase Alyeshmerni
Charles Arnold
Barbara and Michael Aronow
Sigalit and Naftali Attias
Jody Bartel
Daniel Bazerman
Lily Behboodi Schoen and Josh Schoen
Jane and Dr. Terry Berkley
Jeannie and Allan Bernstein
Nikki and David Bernstein
Lisa Bienstock
Mai and Ethan Bindelglas
Susie and Neil Biskind
Fredda and Mark Bisman
Ellie and Alvin Bogart
Sandra and Mark Bregman
Sharon and Joel Brom
Jennifer and David Brooks
Carol and Howard Caplan
Lonnie and Raphael Capon
Elaine Cherney
Annette and Les Cherow
Beth Cohn and Alan English
Jane and Charles Coleman
Community Foundation of New Jersey
Alan Discont
Joyce and Edwin Dolin
Keri and Tim Eckstein
Julie and Howard Erlick
Justin Feinberg
Leon Felder
Linda and Glenn Feldman
Lori Fentem
Anne and Noel Fidel
Cathy and David Freedman
DeeDee and Richard Friedlander
Charles Friedman
MaryPat and Jay Friedman
Francie and Donald Fruchtmann
Stephanie and Morris Garfinkle
Alice Gartell
Marilyn Gerber
Amy and Leon Gilner
Mimi Gleekel
Joseph Goldenson
Martin Goldfarb
Rhoda and Harvey Goldvarg
David Gordon
Anita and Alan Grossman
Sondra and Peter Grossman
Elly and Stephen Hammerman
Sharlene and Karl Hermann
Sylvia Horwitz
Phyllis Jacobs
Cheryl and Phillip Jalowiec
Selina and Eli Kaminsky
Trudy and Howard Kandel
Lauren and Larry Kanefsky
Raymond Karesky
Carol and Allan Kern
Peggy Klein
Florence Klietsner
Jill Krigsten-Riley and Rodney Riley
Carrie and Jordan Kroop
Judith and Raymond Lazar
Gabrielle and Benjamin Leighton
Stacy Augustine and Richard Leonard
Barbara and Edward Levi
Sheldon Levin

Martha and David Lieberman
Ellen and Howard Lindzon
Sharon and Joseph Luber
Marcela and Richard Lustiger
Risa and Jonathan Markovitz
Amy and David Mastbaum
Harold Merkow
Belle and Robert Merwitzer
Ariene and Steven Mirer
Lauren Mishlove
Dana and Rick Naimark
Carol and Israel Naishbut
Polly Morris and Randy Nussbaum
Sally Osherwitz
Sandra and Joseph Palais
Judith and Stuart Passon
Roberta and James Pazol
Ruth and Raymond Perman
Julie and Jeff Perry
Shelley and Robert Pious
Howard Polk
Monte Pollard
Amy and Marvin Richman
Alan Rosenson
Kathleen and Burke Rosenzweig
Linda and Max Rutman
Cindy Saltzman
Judy and Michael Schaffert
Sharon and Fred Schomer
Shawna and Bryce Schotz
Lenore Schupak
Carol and Arnold Schwartz
Enid and Michael Seiden
Judith Seplow
Laurie Shapiro
Ariene Sherman
Etta and Arnold Silver
Marilyn Sodomskey
Jeanne Speiser
Karen and Richard Stark
Merilyn and Jerald Steisel
Alan Stoff
Joel Taubman
Diane and Stuart Triester
Estelle Victor
Lillian* and Max* Weiner
Melissa and Craig Weissman
Jacky and Robert Young
Anonymous (8)
$250 to $499

Barbara and Joseph Anshell
Ann Arbitman
Rabbi Louis Barish
Robert Barricks
Farideh and Dean Behboodi
James Belin
Michael Bergman
Susan and Josh Berkowitz
Deborah and Robert Bernstein
Beverly Beddow and Floyd Bienstock
Cyndi and Jeffrey Black
Dorothy and Michael Blaire
Ilene Blau
Barbara Harel and Ronald Blau
Susan Bondy
Sheryl Bronkesh
Karen and Jay Bycer
Ricki and Michael Cantor
Wendy Carriere
Dr. Kara Thieleman and Rabbi Mari Chernow
Rachel Corcos and Brandon Weiner
Joan Cotton
Ada* and Charles* Creighton
Eve and Robert Danoff
Barbara Davis
Carol and Michael Dean
Lynda and Kenneth Diamond
William Doyle
Marilyn Shepherd and David Engelman
Laurel and Stephen Epstein
Richard Feinberg
Carole and Ronald Feingold
Sheila and Mark Fenton
Edith Fish
Lydia Cohan and Jeffrey Frankel
Addison and Howard Fraser
Charles Friedman*
Ariella and Elliot Friedman
Sharon and Louis Gadless
Debra and Steven Gelbart
Ellie J. Gersten
Gianna and Michael Gibbons
Candice and Mark Gimbel
Fran and Edwin Goldstein
Mary Lou and Melvin Goldstein
Joyce and Neil Goldstein
Betsy Pregulman and David Goodman
Jill and Paul Grundland
Lauren and Zev Hendeles
Erin Ikoe
Susan Donaldson and Gary Jaburg
Deborah and Jay Jacobs
Barbara Gold and Mark Jones
Myra and Warren Judd
Debbie Yunker Kail and Ben Kail
Hillary and Harry Kaminsky
Kate and Paul Katz
Lauren Kay
Denise and Eric Kaye
Patti and Robert Kessler
Kathy and Randy Kirsch
Lorna and Lester Klebe
Janet and Jesse Klein
Martin Kudler
Risë Kulick
Wendy and Mark Langerman
Ellen and Philip Leavitt
Lynn Frazin-Lerner and Marc Lerner
Rita Flynn and Jerry Levine
Natalie and Rick Levy
Arielle and Elliot Friedman
Sharon and Louis Gadless
Debra and Steven Gelbart
Ellie J. Gersten
Gianna and Michael Gibbons
Candice and Mark Gimbel
Fran and Edwin Goldstein
Mary Lou and Melvin Goldstein
Joyce and Neil Goldstein
Betsy Pregulman and David Goodman
Jill and Paul Grundland
Lauren and Zev Hendeles
Erin Ikoe
Susan Donaldson and Gary Jaburg
Deborah and Jay Jacobs
Barbara Gold and Mark Jones
Myra and Warren Judd
Debbie Yunker Kail and Ben Kail
Hillary and Harry Kaminsky
Kate and Paul Katz
Lauren Kay
Denise and Eric Kaye
Patti and Robert Kessler
Kathy and Randy Kirsch
Lorna and Lester Klebe
Janet and Jesse Klein
Martin Kudler
Risë Kulick
Wendy and Mark Langerman
Ellen and Philip Leavitt
Lynn Frazin-Lerner and Marc Lerner
Rita Flynn and Jerry Levine
Natalie and Rick Levy
$250 to $499  continued

Sami and Adam Schwartz
Eleanor Schwartzberg
Lindsey and Brian Seitchik
Amanda Shaw and Sam Colgan
Patricia and Alan Siger
Marcia and Al Silberman
Carl Silver
Margo Silver
Dara Silverstein
Nicky Spivak
Linda and Marc Staman
Rick Steiman
Sandra Stein
Phyllis Stone
Sierra Stone
Richard Strauss
Florence and Sanford* Sunkin
Bonnie and Benjamin Vatz
Susan Webner
Karen and Jeff Weiss
Susan and James Wiesenberg
Barbara* and Dr. Herbert Winograd
Herbert Winograd
Freya and Kenneth Winsberg
Marilyn Witt
Esther and Benjamin Zlochower
Marilyn and Joel Zolondek
Joan and Paul Zuckerbrow
Anonymous (3)

$180 to $249

Penelope and Bill Abad
Brian Ackerman
Michelle and Robert Adler
Carol and Thomas Alpert
Miriam and Stephen Ames
Ora and David Amsellem
Anonymous (11)
Ruthie and David Asher
Gail and Michael Baer
M.A. Barbour
Linda Benaderet
Marla and Scott Berger
Jeffrey Bernstein
Eva and Richard Bernstein
Eva and Sam Binder
Kimberly and Aaron Blau
Lynda Bokser
Nicole Bokser
Ingrid and Dean Braslow
Nancy and Zachary Brooks
Ena and Peter Brown

Juliet and Todd Burgess
Jessie and Luis Bustamante
Danielle Cohen
Nikki DeLeon Martin and Scott Martin
Ethelanne Dembow
Janice and Dean Dinner
Adam Draizin
Duane Eckelberg
Jill and Jim Ellis
Carolyn and Jerome Epstein
Benjamin Ehrlich
Rebecca and Matt Feinman
Asha and Adam Feldman
Wendy Feldman-Kerr and Eric Kerr
Marcia and Charles Fiedler
Regina and Eric Fischer
Joani Frankel
Lisa and Leslie Friedman
Nicole Garber
Jody Gettleman
Rachel and Andrew Gibbs
Debbie and Stephen Glassman
Barbara and Bruce Goldberg
Amanda and Joshua Goldberg
Robbie Schwartz and Dan Goldfine
Carrol Gottfried
Barbara Gold and Jim Hale*
Jennifer Starrett and Eldad Hananya
Deena and Avi Harari
Missi Harrington
Lynn and Jerome Harris
Sean Haspel
Sandra* and Harold* Hatkoff
Marion Hilton
Elaine and David Hirsch
Jessielyn and Jared Hirsch
Amy and Brian Hummell

Samara and Michael Hurley
Arlene and Jason Israel
Elana Kanter and Michael Wasserman
Susan and Robert Karp
Austin Kates
Ryan Kates
Michael Kaufman
Wendy and Jeffrey Klein
Jeffrey Kloes
Sara Koc
Evon Koplan
Hannah Korobkin
Ina Kort
John Lader
Beth Ladin
Jacob Ladin
Vicki Lampert
Hana and Frank Lange
Sheila and Daniel Lavine
Betsy and Fred Lawful
Ellen and Elliott Lerman
Jill and Ken Leshin
Stephanie and Doug Leventhal
Shelly and Tory Levi
Joan and Doug Levinson
Harriet Leviton*
Mindy and Shalom Lewis
Daniel Lucas
Alexandra and David Lutsky
Julie and Jeremy Marks
Sara Mason-Barkin
Susan Meschkow
Igor Meystel
Janet and Jeffrey Miller
Linda and Jerry Mittelman
Melissa and David Monheit
Judith Naclerio
Joel Nathanson
Jacqueline Ober Kallick and Charles Kallick
Brina and Raymond Pepper
Doris Perlmutter
Carolyn Perlow
Phyllis and Lawrence Peshkin
Mary and William Pinkerson
Julie Cohen-Pittinsky and Matthew Pittinsky
Erin Searle-Proud and Jacob Proud
Tara and Ian Rakow
Barbara and Richard Reznick
Yael Richter
Robin and Cliff Roeder
Matthew Rosenblum
Phyllis and Jack Rosenstock
Paula and Chet Ross
Michael Rubenstein
Karen and Frederick Salamon
Robert and Martin Scharf
Jean and Dean Scheinert
Rachel and Jeremy Schneider
Robyn Schneider
Chase Schotz
Laurie and Michael Schwartz
Debra N. Seplow
Lee Shapiro
Tina and Irwin Sheinbein
Sandra and Jerry Shulak
Judith and Donald Siegel
Barbara and Barrett Silver
Shelli and Daniel Silver
Tom Silverman
Dale and Alan Singer
Wendi and Howard Sobelman
Jennifer and Howard Sobelman
Jennifer and Dale Stern
Jacqueline Stern
Rochelle Stern
Erica and Ross Stutman
Andrea and Andrew Svetly
Maxine and Shepherd Terman
Hava Tiros-Samuelsen
Estelle and David Treisman
Diane and Steven Tvert
Nancy and Robert Unferth
Andrea and Aaron Vakneen
Jane and Fred Wabnik
Nancy and Jeffrey Weber
Scott Weiner
Toby and Alan Weinstein
Evan White
Florence and Keith Wibel
Karen and Richard Witte
Constance Wolf
Malka and Cantor Ross Wolman
Harry Zeitlin
Dena Zell
Carol Flaherty-Zonis and Jeffrey Zonis
Robin Zudekoff
Roberta and Martin Scharf
Jean and Dean Scheinert
Rachel and Jeremy Schneider
Robyn Schneider
Chase Schotz
Laurie and Michael Schwartz
Debra N. Seplow
Lee Shapiro
Tina and Irwin Sheinbein
Sandra and Jerry Shulak
Judith and Donald Siegel
Barbara and Barrett Silver
Shelli and Daniel Silver
Tom Silverman
Dale and Alan Singer
Wendi and Howard Sobelman
Jennifer and Howard Sobelman
Jennifer and Dale Stern
Jacqueline Stern
Rochelle Stern
Erica and Ross Stutman
Andrea and Andrew Svetly
Maxine and Shepherd Terman
Hava Tiros-Samuelsen
Estelle and David Treisman
Diane and Steven Tvert
Nancy and Robert Unferth
Andrea and Aaron Vakneen
Jane and Fred Wabnik
Nancy and Jeffrey Weber
Scott Weiner
Toby and Alan Weinstein
Evan White
Florence and Keith Wibel
Karen and Richard Witte
Constance Wolf
Malka and Cantor Ross Wolman
Harry Zeitlin
Dena Zell
Carol Flaherty-Zonis and Jeffrey Zonis
Robin Zudekoff
This list represents gifts from individuals, corporations and foundations to special campaigns in 2020. We have done our best to ensure that everyone is included and listed correctly. We regret any omissions or mistakes and will make corrections if your name is misspelled, omitted or in the wrong category. Please contact us at (480) 481-7031.

**AZ Jewish Historical Society**
Barbara and Barry Zemel

**Birthright Israel**
Donna and Joel Kramer
Sarah and Arthur Paikowsky
Barbara and Barry Zemel

**Bureau of Jewish Education (BJE)**
Alison and Michael Feinstein
Audrey and Fred Horne
Barbara and Barry Zemel

**Camp Ramah**
Barbara and Barry Zemel

**Central Conference of American Rabbis**
Carole and Alan Zeichick

**Chabad of Arizona**
Gregory Saltz

**Congregation Beth Israel**
Eve and Stephen Bressler

**East Valley Jewish Community Center**
Carole and Alan Zeichick

**Gesher Disability Resources**
Anita Hicks
Audrey and Fred Horne
Phyllis Korogodsky
Barbara and Barry Zemel

**Hillel \ Arizona State University**
Audrey and Fred Horne

**Hillel \ University of AZ**
Sarah Langert
Debra Berkowitz and Gary Weiss

**Jewish Agency for Israel-JAFI**
Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer
Yael and Ken Mesa
Robert and David Weiner

**Jewish Camping**
Elyse and Adam Katz
Linda and Sherman Saperstein
Jennifer and Dale Stern
Dena Zell

**NowGen Giving Circle**
Denise and Chase Alyeshmerni
Rachel Corcos and Brandon Weiner
Sasha and Ben Ellis
Brian Fox
Addison and Howard Fraser
David Gordon
Adina Knell
Gabrielle and Benjamin Leighton
Sivan and Sam Levine
Renee Neier and Jacob Reuben
Ashley and Ryan Okun
Alexa and Ian Sachs
Shawna and Bryce Schotz
Joel Taubman
Melissa and Craig Weissman
Jewish Community Foundation of Greater Phoenix (JCF)

Judy and Nathan Laufer
Carole and Alan Zeichick
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Jewish Community Relations Council

Vicki and Howard Cabot
Carole and Alan Zeichick
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Jewish Discovery Center

Ellen and Steven Weiss

Jewish Family and Children’s Service (JFCS)

Vicki and Howard Cabot
Noreen and Harold Cohen
Joani Frankel
Joshua Guterman
Eleanor and Norman Krumholz
Ilona and Norman Resnick
Susan and Paul Stander
Robyn and Jay Varcoe
Robert and David Weiner
Jolene and Harvey Weisblat
Barbara and Barry Zemel
Anonymous (3)

Minkoff Center for Jewish Genetics

Hilary Greenberg
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Jewish National Fund

Vicki and Howard Cabot
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Ellen and Steven Weiss

KAVOD

Yael and Ken Mesa

Phoenix Holocaust Association

Cyndi and Jeffrey Black
Lisa and Heath Blumstein
Jennifer Farrell and Josh Landers
Sharon Friendly
Amy and Leon Gilner
Aviva and Tomas Gorny
Susan and Nestor Guzman
Judy Hermann
Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer
Joan and Robert Kalish
Jill and Neal Pleasant
Barbara and Barry Zemel

R.I.P. Medical Debt

Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer
Jay Stein

Jewish Federations of North America-Cabinet

Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer

Jewish Free Loan Association

Carole and Alan Zeichick
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Moishe House

Barbara and Barry Zemel

Pardes Jewish Day School

Irina and Daniel Ahdoot
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Temple Chai

Carole and Alan Zeichick

JEWISH FEDERATION OF GREATER PHOENIX
2020 HONOR ROLL
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Alison and Adrian Betts
Anita Hicks

Valley Beit Midrash
Alison and Adrian Betts
Vicki and Howard Cabot
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Anita Hicks
Donna and Joel Kramer
Carole and Alan Zeichick
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Martin Pear Jewish Community Center
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Martin Pear Jewish Community Center \ JTeen Connect
Julia and David Almoslino
Julie Bennett
Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer
Lori and Barry Markson
Tally and Nate Nathan
Barbara and Barry Zemel

Yeshiva High School of Arizona
Gregory Saltz

Youth Leadership \ BBYO (Formerly B’nai B’rith Youth Organization)
Michelle and Michael Raizer

Martin Pear Jewish Community Center \ Smile Campaign
Julie Bennett
Jonathan Harris
Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer
Esther and Donald Schon, M.D.
PROGRAMMATIC GIFTS
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Community-wide Holocaust Education
Sue and Neal Kurn
Natalie and Rick Levy
Danielle and Tal Masserman
Valerie and Herschel Richter

COVID-19 Emergency Campaign
Carmen and Michael Blank
The Molly Blank Donor Advised Fund
Sasha and Ben Ellis
Theresa and Dr. Matthew Farber
Jean and Curt Feuer
Melvin Glazer
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Lori and Marty Haberer
Rachel and Jonathan Hoffer
Joan Hosey
Shari and Irwin Kanefsky
Cynthia and Jeffrey Kleiman
Jennifer Farrell and Josh Landers
Roberta and Ken Lonoff
Cindy Lubin and David Lorsch
Melissa Markovsky
Mary and William Pinkerson
Berry and Errol Sweet
Alyse and Anthony Wanger
Robert and David Weiner
Carole and Alan Zeichik
Anonymous

Missions
Audrey and Fred Horne
Susan and William Levine
Lori and Barry Markson

NowGen
Lin and David Ben-Aviv
Suzanne and Steven Hilton
Audrey and Fred Horne
Elyse and Adam Katz
Natalie and Rick Levy
Cindy Lubin and David Lorsch
Danielle and Tal Masserman
Andi Minkoff
Susan Myers
Marc Newman
Linda and Sherman Saperstein
Ellen and Steven Weiss

PJ Library
Michelle and Robert Adler
Alison and Adrian Betts
Nancy and Zachary Brooks
Ryan Falsey
Benjamin Goldberg Memorial Trust
Harold Grinspoon Foundation
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Kelly Harris
Anita Hicks
Audrey and Fred Horne
Debbie Yunker Kail and Ben Kail
Alyssa Levin
Marcy Lewis
Danielle and Tal Masserman
Leah and Joshua Mondlick
Janet and Tom Rees
Harriet and Gil Rosen
Stacy and Gregory Rosenthal
Shaina and Matthew Rozen
Eydee Schultz
Marilyn Einstein and Steve Sim
Berry and Errol Sweet
Anna and David Taylor
Leah Widdles
Barbara and Barry Zemel
Anonymous (2)
Senior Rides
Glenna and Michael Gibbons
Audrey and Fred Horne
Bari and Steve Kanefsky
Laurie and David Kline
Sue and Neal Kurn
Natalie and Rick Kurn
Cindy Lubin and David Lorsch
Danielle and Tal Masserman
Janet and Tom Rees
Linda and Sherman Saperstein
DeDee and Ken Vecchione
Malka and Cantor Ross Wolman

Jews in Need Worldwide
Vicki and Howard Cabot
Audrey and Fred Horne
Danielle and Benjamin Gross
Jacqueline and Kenneth Hillman
Shari Hilton
Benée Hilton-Spiegel and Jay Spiegel
Audrey and Fred Horne
Natalie and Rick Levy
Danielle and Tal Masserman
Andi Minkoff
Leah and Joshua Mondlick
Linda and Sherman Saperstein
Jennifer and Dale Stern
DeDee and Ken Vecchione
Amy and Daniel Tyre
MLC Charitable Fund

SUPPLEMENTAL GIFTS
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Operations
Audrey and Fred Horne

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
Bureau of Jewish Education
Congregation Or Tzion
Cheryl Hintzen-Gaines and Ira Gaines
Gesher Disability Resources
Harold Grinspoon Foundation
Jewish Community Foundation of Greater Phoenix

Jewish Free Loan
Lane & Nach P.C.
Perkins Coie Foundation
R.O.I. Properties
Root Bar
Sacks Tierney PA
Silverware, Inc.
SMS Financial, LLC
Temple Chai
Temple Kol Ami
Temple Solel
Debra Berkowitz and Gary Weiss
Weiner Insurance

Enriching Senior Lives
Audrey and Fred Horne
Helping Jews in Need, Strengthening Jewish Life & Identity

The Jewish Federation of Greater Phoenix strengthens and sustains Jewish life and identity while meeting critical needs in Greater Phoenix, in Israel and around the world. We serve the community as a resource by maximizing the impact of the dollars raised and by supporting organizations that make a difference every day. We enable change, promote innovation and build community.

We’re able do this thanks to donors like you.